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• The Signs Of The End Times
  • Matt 24 -- Luke 21-- Mark 13

• The Rapture: Catching Away Of The Church

• It Could Happen At Any Time

• "Changed In The Twinkling Of An Eye " 
Timeline Of The End Times:

• Rapture

• Israel’s Covenant Confirmed w/ Anti-Christ

• The 7 Year Tribulation Begins

• After 3½ Yrs. Anti-Christ Is Worshipped In Jewish Temple
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- Last 3 1/2 Years --Great Tribulation Begins
- The Battle Of Armageddon
- Jesus Returns With His Heavenly Army
- Jesus Sets Up His Millennial Kingdom
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• Jesus Tells Of A Time Of Tribulation:

• (Mat 24:21-22 NIV) For then there will be great distress, unequalled from the beginning of the world until now--and never to be equaled again. (22) If those days had not been cut short, no one would survive, but for the sake of the elect those days will be shortened.
(Zec 8:10 NIV) Before that time there were no wages for man or beast. No one could go about his business safely because of his enemy, for I had turned every man against his neighbor.

- No Jobs
- No Wages
- No Security
- Crime Will Be Rampant
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• This Will Come About Suddenly

• (1 Th 5:3 NIV) While people are saying, "Peace and safety," destruction will come on them suddenly, as labor pains on a pregnant woman, and they will not escape.
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Revelation Tells About The Seal – Trumpet – And Bowl Judgments:

• The Seals  (Rev. 6:1-8:5)

• The Trumpets  (Rev. 8:6-11:19)

• The Bowl Judgments  (Rev. 16:1-21)
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5 Natural Disasters Will Occur During The Tribulation

1. Great Earthquakes And Darkness
2. The Stars Will Fall Out Of The Sky
3. The Mountains And Islands Will Move
4. The Ocean Will Become Blood
5. The Water Will Become Poisoned
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• John Is Told To Write Down A Revelation Of Christ

• Revelation 1:19 (NIV) — 19 “Write, therefore, what you have seen, what is now and what will take place later.
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BRIEF OUTLINE OF REVELATION

- **Rev. 1**  Christ Revealed  (What He had seen...)
- **Rev. 2-3**  The Church  (What is now...)
- **Rev. 4-5**  The Church In Heaven  (What is to come...)
  - Earth Readied For Tribulation.
- **Rev. 6-8:5**  Seals Are Opened
  - God Decrees His Judgment.
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• Rev. 8:6-11 Trumpets Sound
  • Judgment Begins

• Rev. 12-14 The Anti-Christ
  • Dealing with The Nations

• Rev. 15-19 Bowls Of Wrath Outpoured
  • Battle Of Armageddon Set-up.
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• **Rev. 20** Battle Takes Place
  • Christ is Victorious. Satan is Doomed

• **Rev. 21** New Heaven & New Earth

• **Rev. 22** The River Of Life... Invitation
  • Exhortation To Be Ready
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• TODAY = A Time of God’s Love – Grace-- Mercy

Are Balanced By

• TRIBULATION = A Time of God’s Wrath – Justice -- Judgment
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• *(Gal 6:7 NIV)* Do not be deceived: God cannot be mocked. A man reaps what he sows.

• Sowing And Reaping Is A Principle Of Life

• Whatever You Sow You Will Reap
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• In Revelation 5: The Lamb Alone is Worthy to Open the Scrolls

• In Revelation 6: The Seals Are Opened

A Seal Is: The Emblem Of Surety and A Stamp Of Authenticity

• An Official Reading Of God’s Judgment – Sealed by Him
The First Seal: White Horse Rider -- Anti-Christ

- **READ:** Rev. 6:1, 2
- A White Horse Rider
- A Crown
- A Bow
- A Conqueror
The 2\textsuperscript{nd} Seal – Red Horse Rider -- War

- \textbf{Read:} Rev. 6:3,4
- The Red Horse Rider
- Peace Taken From The Earth
- A Large Sword
The 3rd Seal – Black Horse Rider -- Famine

- **Read**: Rev. 6:5,6
- A Black Horse Rider -- Black = Famine
- He Has Scales In Hands
- Food Becomes Scarce
The 4th Seal – Pale Horse Rider Death

- **Read**: Rev. 6:7,8
- Pale Horse Named Death
- Hades Follows Close Behind
- 1/4 Of Earth Killed By:
  - Sword
  - Famine
  - Plague
  - Wild Beasts
The 5th Seal -- Martyrdom

- **Read:** Rev. 6:9-11
- Martyr = Killed For Adherence To A Belief
- Many Will Be Saved During Tribulation.
- They Will Pay A Price Of Their Own Blood
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• The Martyr’s Call For Judgment

• “How Long Will We Wait For Your Judgment?”

• They Are Given White Robes

• Told To Wait Until Their Number Is Complete
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The 6th Seal -- Creation’s Convulsions

- **Read:** Rev. 6:12-17
- Great Earthquake
- Sun Turned Red
- Stars Fall To Earth
- Sky Recedes
- Mountains And Islands Are Removed
- Men Call Out For Mountains To Fall On Them
What To Do In The Light Of All Of This:

1) Stay Close To Jesus

• (Mat 11:28 NIV) "Come to Me, All You Who Are Weary and Burdened, and I Will Give You Rest."
2) **Stay Close To Christian Believers**

*(Heb 10:25 NIV)* Let us not give up meeting together, as some are in the habit of doing, but let us encourage one another--and all the more as you see the Day approaching.
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3) **Straighten Out Your Priorities.**
- Three Classes Of People Who Can't Discern The Times:
  - A) The Dull & Desensitized
  - B) The Unconverted
  - C) Those Caught Up In The Cares Of This Life
  - *Don’t Be Caught Up -- Be Caught Away!*
  - *Be Looking! Be Responding!*


4) Get Ready To Leave Now

- Many Signs And Factors Tell Us The Time Is Short:
- Do Not To Risk Waiting To The Lord's Love With Others
- Be Praying For Receptive Hearts and Open Doors
- Today Is Day Of Salvation – Don’t Miss Your Opportunity